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Narratological and Rhetorical Functions of Video Game Tutorials 
– The case of NES Games – 
1. The Potential of Tutorials as a Research Object 
• So far, tutorials have been studied 
mostly indirectly: 
- as a game design issue (Schell, 
2008; Koster, 2013; etc.) 
- as potential tools for education 
(Alvarez, 2007; Steinkuehler et al., 
2012; etc.) 
- from a historical perspective 
(Therrien and Julien, 2015) 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database 
• First (inclusive) definition of the tutorial: 
 
- Takes place during the game (= located after the 
launch of the game software and before the 
credits) or appears on the paratext 
- The discourse is intended to transmit utilitarian 
information about the commands (“press X for X”), 
the rules (“the sword can break the blocks”), the 
behaviors expected by the player (“you can do X”) 
and the main goals of the game (“you have to save 
the princess”) 
- The tutorial is a metalanguage 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database: The Nine Criteria 
• Scope / duration 
 
0: there is a tutorial prelude or tutorial level with 
explicit limits 
1: the tutorial information is dispersed and 
repeated in several levels of the game, which are 
not exclusively reserved for this function 
2: nothing in the game is comparable to a tutorial 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database: The Nine Criteria 
• Support / location 
0: the tutorial information is only conveyed by the interface 
(menus, frames or texts appearing over the game content) 
1: the tutorial information is revealed through one (or 
several) characters 
2: the tutorial information is integrated into the game 
space (backgrounds, levels) 
4: the support of the tutorial is only the epitext (manual, 
indications on the arcade cabinet, etc.) 
5: the support of the tutorial is only the epitext + the 
peritext (screen-title, video demo before the launch of the 
game) 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database: The Nine Criteria 
• Temporality 
0: the tutorial does not pause play time 
1: the tutorial pauses the game 
2: not applicable 
• “Diegetization” 
0: the tutorial is mainly extradiegetic 
1: the tutorial is mainly intradiegetic 
2: the tutorial is partially integrated to the diegesis 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database: The Nine Criteria 
• Variability 
0: the tutorial is fixed, invariable 
1: the tutorial adapts according to the 
player’s choices or performances 
• Interactivity 
0: the tutorial is presented in non-
interactive forms (text, video...) 
1: the tutorial must be played / is integrated 
in played levels 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database: The Nine Criteria 
• “Avoidability” 
0: the tutorial is optional 
1: the tutorial is inevitable, mandatory 
2: the tutorial is partially optional 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database: The Nine Criteria 
• Contents 
0: The tutorial focuses on competitive rules and 
goals (how to win, score, “beat the game”, etc.) 
1: The tutorial focuses on space and exploration 
2: The tutorial focuses on the characters and the 
diegetic context 
3: The tutorial only informs about the keys or rules 
of manipulation 
4: The tutorial is encyclopedic 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database: The Nine Criteria 
• Rhetorical strategy 
0: neutral tone (assertive) 
1: antagonization of the player (gives 
challenges) 
2: encouragement / collaboration (“help 
us...”, “you are the only one who can...”) 
3: invitation to experiment possibilities (tells 
the player what he will be able to do) 
4: humorous or parodic tone 
2. Defining Tutorials Through a Database 

4. In VS Out: In-Game or Paratextual Tutorials 
• 2 types of paratext (Genette): 




- the EPITEXT (= located, at least originally, outside the work) 
4.1. Mega Man, an Epitextual Tutorial 
4.2. Joust, a Peritextual Tutorial 

6. In-Game Tutorials 
6.1. “Interfacial Tutorials” 
Ex.: Kirby's Adventure 
6. In-Game Tutorials 
Ex.: Kick Master 
6.1. “Interfacial Tutorials” 
6. In-Game Tutorials 
6.2.  “Guiding Characters” 
Ex: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 
6. In-Game Tutorials 
Ex: Zelda II – The 
Adventure of Link 
6.2.  “Guiding Characters” 
6.3. Exception: “Training Modes” 
Ex: Bad Street Brawler 
6. In-Game Tutorials 
7. Conclusion 
